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Abstract

This literature bused article is a critical review of the present classroom
situations in both the urban and the rural primury schoits of Bangludesh.
Different videographs, personal obsewutions antl research Jindings along with
some reports depicts that the classroom situation in the primary schools of
Bangladesh is below standard reachers still foilow the traditional ways if
classroom practices because of lack of potentiul knowledge and classroom
munagement skills, Iack of motivution towarcls teuching and luck of
professional satisfuction. All these eventually have some negative efficts on the
learning of the children. Thus, some suggestions have been propoiid to ensw,e
quality classroom practice in the primary schools of Bangtudeih. However, in
recent duys, the situation is being changed with the collaborative efforts of the
Government und some non-Government organisations which iiould be a
mqtter of comfort for the futare generations.
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INTRODUCTION

Classroom practice refers to all the activities ofboth the teacher and the students
inside the classrooms. Teachers'behaviour towards the students, teacher-student
interaction, teaching-leaming methods and techniques employed by the teachers,
all these are included in the classroom practice. classroom practice is necessary
for the students' well balanced development of knowledge and skills, which is
very crucial for the primary students. Thus, in the primary schools, the classroom
practices should be student-centric, consistent and well organised.

The area ofthis article has been selected as the classroom practice ofthe primary
schools of Bangladesh. Bangladesh is a third world couniry rvith a literacy rate
of 53.7Yo [1]. To increase tire literacy rate, primary education (Grade I v) has
been made compulsory [2]. There are at present 78,6g5 primary schools (10
different types) with 16,957,894 students and 3,95,2gf teachers [3]. The
Ministry ol Primary and Mass Education along with some directorates manages
and administrates the whole primary education sector [4].

Quality primary education in Bangladesh is now a priority. To ensure quality
primary education, quality classroom practice is essential. However. the
classroom practice in most of the prirnary schools of Bangladesh is not
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satisfactory, which leads to the focus ofthis article. This article includes a critical
analysis of the classroom practices of the primary schools of Bangladesh,
including the general scenario, factors impacting this practice, what is being
done to change it and what eise can be done for it.

THE SCENARIO

The present situation in most of the primary schools of Bangladesh is very poor.
Visual data revealed that the classroom teachingJeaming practices in most
primary schools, especially in the rural ones! are not satisfactory [5] - t6] - i7]
Observation repofis also depicted that primary classrooms are mainly teacher
directed and lecture based. The use of demonstration, discussion and other
interactive methods is minimal, though the situation varies depending on the
quality of the school [8]. I'he reason behind this is that, though the Education for
A11 objectives for Bangladesh was both increasing enrolment and promoting
quality of education, the locus was mostly achieving enrolment targets rather
than quality enhancement [9]. As a result, it has been found that the number of
students per school has risen and the quality has actually declined [0].

FACTORS RESPONSIBLE

Researchers have pointed out some issues behind this quality of classroom
practice. Firstly, the teacher-student ratio is substantial. The average ratio is 1:40

[11] and in some cases it is as high as 1:60 1121.84.9% teachers in a study
claimed that it is not possible to ensure quality education with this ratio [13].
Secondly, most primary schools are far from having adequate physical facilities
with no or unhygienic toilet facilities and limited teaching materials which have
a negative effect on the teachers' classroom performance [14]. Thirdly, it has also
been noticed that most of the rural primary and urban Government primary
teachers are under-qualified [15]. Again, qualified teachers are not satisfied with
their salaries and other facilities given [16] [17]. A11 these result in traditional
classroom practices with no or less teacher-student interaction. Howeveq noting
the positive sides of the lecture method, it has been suggested that quality class
room practice might be used in Bangladesh as it is cost effective, less time
consuming and suitable for large class sizes [18].

CHANGES in SITUATION
Nevertheless, the situation is now changing. Different Non-Governmental
Organizations (NGOs) in conjunction with the Government are working hard to
make the prirnary classroorns interactive as well as interesting. The Ministry of
Primary and Mass Education is running r,arious projects to train the teachers.
The curriculum and the textbooks of primary level have now been changed.
Textbooks are now more interesting and easy to understand. To match up with
the textbooks, Bangladeshi classrooms are now reoeiving high-tech makeovers
and thus breaking the traditional rule of monotonolis classroom practices [19].
Some rural primary schools are being given free i-pads for every child so that the
children can iearn in a more constructive way. A11 these initiatives are
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appreciable, but whether those will really improve the quality and classroom
practice is a question.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

From the above discussion, it can be said that to ensure quality, the issues that
hamper classroom practice should be addressed. So firstly,L order to reduce the
teacher-sfudent ratio, more schools might be established and more teachers may
be appointed. If more schools cannot be establishe4 then existing schools may
have more classes such as, two different shifts or more than one seltion for every
grade. In this way, the number of sfudents will not increase in one classroom and
thus it will be easy to manage the classes. However, more teachers for the
primary sector is a must, as there is already a lot of vacant posts in many schools
[19]. In order to attract more yo,ng educated people to G teaching profession
and to motivate the already in-service teachers, some initiativ", *,, be used.
Increasing the salary range and giving some additional benefits will enco,rage
more.people to join school teaching. Reinforcements, such as a teacher of the
month award, may also add to teachers'enthusiasm in classroompractices.

Regarding the physical facilities of the schools, infrastructural development is
needed g _order to give the students a better learning environment. well
organised classrooms with an adequate number of sitting #*g"*""t., a proper
ventilation system and at reast one black board *" irr"rrtiil for the young
students so that they can concentrate on their studies. All schools should have

-some 
basic teaching materials like brackboards, chalks, textbooks supplied by

NCTB (National curricurum and Textbook Board), glotes and mups.'n".ra".,
the schools should also have hygienic toilet facilities for the stu&nts. If not
addressed, these issues canbe detrimental to the overall classroom 

"*f"ri"r"".
I tT"l of primary school teaching, there is a belief in the Bengali communities
that 

_it is very easy and aayone can do that, but the reality"is the 
-opposite.

Teaching in primary schoors needs a well developed understanding of children,s
l-eaming process and great classroom management skills. Teachis, training is
thus another important factor in-ensuring quarity classroom pru"ti"e. Though
pre-_service training is required before siarting the teaching'job, most of the
teachers' do not actually receive the training. on ttre other hird, the majority ofthe trained teachers do not actually knoi about different teaching-learning
strategies that can be implemented in the primary classrooms. so, thi teachers
need proper pre-service and in-service trainings. They should be trained not only
about teaching strategies and classroom management skills, but also about
creajing-proper leaming environment for the students. For thai."*oo, existing
teachers' training manuals should be modified or new manuals iould be
developed by the education specialists.

Besides, a teacher's dedication is another important factor that impacts
classroom teaching. some teachers, who are highiy qualified and have proper
knowledge about all the teaching-reaming rtrai"gier, are sometimes not
dedicated enough towards their jobs. Regular *orit-*iog *igrrt u" useful to
enhance their classroom performance. e head teacher,s suferviJion is necessary
to keep record ofthe teachers'classroom activities. It is aiso essential to create
the sense ofresponsibility in the teachers.

t7
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Moreover, there should be scope for mentoring. Experienced teachers can be the

*"rrtorc otnewly appointed teachers. Even the experienced tgachgrs sometimes

,"J ,rrpport in'developing interactive classroom teaching-leaming activities.

E";t;"k there mightL"-u tin" allocated for teachers'meeting where they can

share their classroom experiences and develop teaching-leaming skills' This

interactive session among the teachers will help every teacher in preparing their

lessons.

Basically, the classroom practice depends on the curriculum. Classroom teaching

,,""a, tou" according to the objectives and learning outcomes.-.In xangladesh,

for grade I and II, there are only three subjects qenglli' English and

Matliematics) and the main objective bf th"t" two grades is to develop listening,

il;HG, ,"idingand writing skills of the chil-dren as well as to give them some

basic rnalthematiial knowledge. On the other hand, for grade III to Y lhere are

.i* r"U;"",. @engali, unglish, Mathematics, Science, Social Studies and

nefigionl *A th_e main- objectives fo1 these grades are 
- 
developing

comirunicative skills, logical ttri"tdng and solving mathematical problems,

gri"i"g f.""*fedge of siientific rules, methods and finding solutions in a

i.i"*i[" way, deieloping supportive mentality towards others, being socialised

and gaining ,*ir"rruf o"Ao.k, believing in Allah/God, and having morals and

ethical values [20].

To achieve these objectives and leaming outcomes, classroom teaching does not

necessarily need a iot of teaching aids or high-tech facilities. Lr fact, it is very

easy to -ut" u primary classroom interactive and interesting. For example, in

iia"tand II, simple pair activities such as introducing each other to the whole

flus o. group activitiis like continuing reading a story fron1 whe19 someore

stopped, 
"rrruy 

t 
"tp 

develop students' listeniog, reading and speaking skills'

Vfati"matlca't skilfs can be developed by gtving the children to cormt everyday

ouj""tr that canbe found within the classroom. writing skills can be developed

uvgi"i"gthemsmallparagraphsaboutthemselvestowriteabouttheirfamilies
oi ."o-"i[ri"g they like *oJt. tt ir will not only develop their writing skills, but

also will inci"as" th"ir creative thinking abiltty. Again, for grades trI to V, some

.i-pr" scientific experiments, for instance, trying to mix oil and wat9r, how to

find out if the egg i, .u* or boiled, what floats in water and what sinla, with

explanation will increase children's interest in science. Communicative skills can

be developed by activities such as writing a letter to a friend sitting next to you

or describing your last holiday to the class. Including the students in making a

budget ror a'class party or a trip may help students with mathematics. Group

adi;ties like cleaning"the schobl playground or the classroom once a month

might also be usefirl for the students'future social actions'

There is no absolute set method of classroom practice. The above mentioned

activities are only some examples of how teachers can use different teaching-

learning strategies in primary 
"iurr.oo-*. 

There are a lot more different methods

that cai be incorporated. Teichers can come up with their own innovative ideas

and incorporate ihor" u. we11. The reason of giving the examples_ is to show that

there are a number of ways to change the classroom practices without even using

expensive teaching maierials or modern technologies' Simple games and

interactive methods can change the whole classroom situation. hcorporating

18
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these creative ideas will break the monotony of traditional classroom practices as
well as_,ensure active participation of tlre students in classroo*, -hi"h *illeventually lead to achieving the objectives and learning outcomes of the
curriculum. on the other hand, these ideas are easy to emplo! and cost effective.
Thus it will be very effective for a country like Banglad".h to .r." these ideas
appropriately.

CONCLUSION

In short, the present classroom practices in the primary schools of Bangladesh
are below the marlq because ofhuge teacher-student ratio, inadequate teiching-
learning materials, under-qualified teachers, lack of teachers, dedication and
motivation, no mentoring facilities and lack of monitoring as well as supervision
by the head teacher. To change the situation, the Governirent ofBangladesh has
introduced different initiatives incruding teachers, training, educaiion policy
reforms, new curriculum development and providing moder-n technologies such
as 

-computers 
and projectors to the schools. All these changes have been

welcomed by the schools as well as the teachers and the studentsl hr addition to
these changes, this essay has suggested some cost effective and easily applicable
innovative ideas to incorporate in primary classrooms. while these suggestions
may illuminate paths towards better classroom practices, there are some
problems such as low salary range of the teachJs, poor infrastructure and
inadeqyate supplementary materials, which should be addressed as well. To draw
a conclusion, it can be said that, Bangladesh needs a balance ofall these existing
ideas and suggestions. A.proper combination of the use of interactive teachingl
learning methods, increase of physical facilities and the use of technorogy cirbr"s-uugq the required progress in the classroom practice in the piimary
schools ofBangladesh.
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